Some-things is the same.

I'm through with playing be rules of some-one else's game.
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D. S.
"Too late for second-guessing. Too late to go back to sleep. It's time to sleep."

"It's time to sleep."

"Too late to go back to sleep."

"Snare clicks"

"Defying Gravity - Score"
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... I think I'll try defying gravity and you can't pull me down...
Continue groove w/ open hi-hat
'cause some-thing

Some things I can - not change, 

still I try, I'll ne-ver know.
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It comes much to light a cost. I'd sooner try defying...
Defying Gravity

I'm defying gravity and you can't keep me
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D S.
ry-one de-serves the cliff to fly! And if I’m fly-ing so-lo, at least I’m fly-ing free.
To those who'd ground me take a message from me
Tell them how I am defying gravity!
I'm flying high, defying gravity and soon I'll
match them in re-nour-
And
Defying Gravity

Allegro (M.M. \( \frac{4}{4} \))

Some-thing has changed _ with-in _ me. Some-thing is not _ the same. I'm through with play-

ing be the rules _ of some-one el-se's game _ Too late for se-cond gues-sing. Too late to go back

_ to sleep. It's time _ to trust my in-stincts, close my eyes and leap._ It's time to try

_ de-fy ing gra-vi-ty. I think I'll try de-fy ing

gra-vi-ty _ and you can't pull me _ down. I'm _ through ac-cept ing lim-its

'cause some-one says _ they're so _ Some things I can-not change, but still _ I try, _ I'll ne-ver know.

To long I've been a-flu-d of _ los-ing love _ I guess I've lost._ Well, if that's love _ it comes at much

_ to high _ a cost _ I'd soo-ner try de-fy ing gra-vi-ty.
Kiss me goodbye, I'm defying gravity and you can't keep me down.

So if you can't find me look to the western sky. As someone told me lately, everyone deserves the chance to fly! And if I'm flying solo, at least I'm flying free. To those who'd ground me take a message back from me. Tell them how I am defying gravity. I'm flying high, defying gravity, and soon I'll match them in renown. And nobody in all of Oz, no Wizard that there is or was is ever gonna bring me down.
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Defying Gravity - Trumpet in Bb 3
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Horn in F 1

An instrumental composition by Stephen Schwartz, arranged by Brian Sadler.
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Defying Gravity - Trombone 1
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